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Abstract. On August 16, 1989, and on July 12, 1991, experiments were performed to
study the mapping of submarine sand waves with the airborne imaging radar, a polari-
metric (and, in 1991, interferometric) airborne P, L, and C band synthetic aperture radar
system. The experiments took place in an area 30 km off the coast of the Netherlands,
where the bonom topography is dominated by sand waves with a height between 2 and 6
m and a crest-to-crest distance of about 400 m at an average depth of 22 m. Ground
measurements were recorded on a nearby platform and on a ship in the test area, which
also acted as a position fix. On August 16, 1989, the wind was 5 m/s directed toward
the northeast, while the surface current velocþ was around 0.5 m/s directed toward the

southwest. One overflight was made, with the flight direction parallel to the sand wave

crests and the radar looking upwind. At P band. the sand waves are clearly visible as

dark bands. as predicted by theory, while at L band the sand waves show up as saw-

tooth-shaped modulations. On July L2, 1991. wind and surface current had the same
(opposite)directions as in 1989, though the wind was much higher (10 m/s). Three
flights were made, with the radar pointing upwind. cross wind. and downwind. The
upwind and downwind images are very similar. Despite the high wind speed, the sand

waves are clearly visible as sawtooth-shaped modulations at P band and vaguely visible
at L band. At C band. only wind streaks cañ be seen. All cross wind images show the

sand waves as dark bands, now with the highest modulations at C band. The wind
streãks that dominated the upwind and downwind images at C band are much less pro-
nounced in the cross wind images. The images are compared with predictions from a

new model of thè imaging mechanism which includes contribution to the radar cross

secrion of waves moving both from and to the radar. Wave blocking or wave reflection
is treated in an approximate manner. For the radar looking upwind or downwind, the

predicted modulations at P and L band agree well with the observations. while those at

C band are roo high. For the radar looking cross wind, the model severely underestima-
tes the modulations. It is questioned whether a local relaxation source terrn can describe
such a situation. The interferogram shows some structure caused by bottom-induced
surface current variations.

1. Introduction
The hrst observations of submarine sand waves with

imaging rada¡ were made in 1969 by De Loor c.s. [De
Loor and Brunsveld van Hulten, 1978: De Loor. l98l).
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These experiments and subsequent ones in the mid 1970s

were performed with side-looking airborne radar (SLAR).

The radar systems were neither geometrically nor radio-
metrically calibrated, so only qualitative comparisons with
predictions from models for the imaging mechanism [e.g.,
Alpers and Hennings. 19841 were possible.

In 1988 an experiment was pertbrmed with the Dutch
digital SLAR (DDSLAR), a geometrically and radiometri-
cally calibrated X band system. The experiment took place

in a sand wave area 30 km off the coast of the Nettrer-

lands lVogelzang et al., 19921. Since the DDSLAR was

originally developed for land use, the radiometric calibra-
tion was switched off during the experiment in order to
increase its sensitivity. The resulting images were still
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geometrically calibrated, though very noisy' By comparing

the images with a digitized depúr map' it was concluded

that thelteep slopes of the sand waves show up as lightor
dark bands, depending on lhe current direction, as predic-

ted by models for the imaging mechanism [Alpers and

Hennings, 1984: Vogelzang' 19891'

On Ãugust 16, 1989, and July 12, 1991, the same area

was sûdËd with the polarimetric (and in 1991 interfer-

ometric) airborne imaging radar (AIR) of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Jet Propulsion

laboratory (NASA-JPL). The AIR is a synthedc aperture

radar (SAR) which operates at P, L, and C band'

The AIR experimènts have already been presented and

discussed extensively in reports lVogelzang et al', l99l:
Calkoen and Van der Kooii, 19931' Comparison with

model predictions was done by Hennings et al' fl994l and

Van dàr Kooii et ¿/. [1995]. Nevertheless, the authors

believe that the data set gathered during the AIR cam-

paigns deserves a more complete presentation in the open

iit.iutot., since it contains some new, highly interesting

features. During both experiments, wind and current had

opposite directions, the wind coming from the southwest

-ã u. current heading toward the southwest, almost

perpendicular to the sand wave crests. In the 1989 exper!

rnrnt t¡t conditions were calm (wind speed about 5 m/s)

with surface current velociry between 0'4 and 0'5 m/s'

Only images wittr the flight direction parallel to the sand

*"u" .tettt and the radar looking upwind were made' The

l99l experiment took place under rough conditions (wind

speed 10 - l2 m/s) with slightly higher surface current

vetociry (0.5 - 0.6 m/s). Besides images with the flight di-

recdon parallel to the sand wave crests (radar look directi-

on both upwind and downwind), images with the flight

direction pèrpendicular to the crests (radar looking cross

wind) were also made.

The P band image of 1989 shows the sand waves clear-

ly as narrow dark bands' The modulations at L band are

weaker. At C band. no clea¡ sand wave signals are found'

except at low incidence angles. The upwind images of

l99i show a simila¡ behavior: despite the high wind speed

the sand waves are visible at P band and very weakly

visible at L band. while the C band image shows only

wind streaks. The downwind images of l99l show the

sand waves only weakly at P band. The magnitude of the

modulations and their variadon with radar frequency can

be understood well from existing theory lHennings et al"
1994: Van der Kooii et al., 19951. In the cross wind irna-

ges, the sand waves are visible as dark bands, clearly at C

6and, less clear at L band, and weakly at P band' The

bands are broader than those in the P band image of 1989'

The wind streaks are much less pronounced than tbr the

upwind and downwind images.

On closer inspection. the shape of the modulations in

the L band image of 1989 and in the upwind and down-

wind P and L band images of l99l differs from what has

been observed betbre. Instead ol a modulation pattern

consisting of dips over the steep slopes as predicted by
existing models for the imaging mechanism. these images

show a sawtooth-shaped modulation pattern, as noticed
first by one of the authors (MVdK).

In a companion paper, Vogelzang [this issue] extends

existing theory inro a new model. The model includes
contributions to the radar cross section of waves moving
both from and to the radar. By assuming a Pierson-Mos-

kowiu radial equilibrium wave height spectrum with an

angular distribution as given by Hasselmann et al' Íl980l
*á Uy assuming an angular dependency of the relaxadon

,ut. át ptopos.d by Lyzenga [199U' these modulations

can be explained, at least qualitatively. Vy'ave blocking or

wave reflécdon is included in an approximate, as simple

as possible manner. Due to the algorithm employed' the

value of the wave height spectrum density at blocking

wavenumbers must be given explicitly. This value only

affects the magnitude oi the resulting modulations at P

band; the shapã of the modulation panern is less affected'

See Vogelzanã t¿tit issuel for more details' It should be

noted that the model is restricted to a (quasi) one-dimen-

sional bonom as considered here'
Section 2 comains a brief description of the test a¡ea'

the AIR, and the results of the experiments' In section 3

the results are discussed and compared with model predic-

tions. It will be shown that the bottom-induced modulati-

ons observed in the AIR images can be understood when

the radar look direction is parallel or antiparallel to the

current direcdon. For P and L bands the agreement be-

tween theory and experiment is sâtisfactory; for C band

the model piedictions are too high. Bener agreement could

be obtained by tuning the relaxadon rate in the downwind

direction. When the radar look direction is perpendicular

to the current, the predicted modulations are much too

low. It is quesdoned whether a model based on a local

relaxation source tenn can describe bo¡tom-induced modu-

lations in such cases. The paper ends with the conclusions

in section 4.

2. Experiments and Results

2.1. Test Area and Flow Model

The test area is located in the Southern Bight of the

North Sea, 30 km off the coast of the Netherlands near

the town of Noordwijk (Figure l). The a¡ea is relatively

close to the Measuring Platform Noordwijk (MPN)' a

fixed platform which is part of the North Sea Monitoring

Netwoik. On MPN. data on wind, temperature, and wa-

ves ate collected on a routine base'

The bonom topography in the test area is dominated by

sand waves with a height between 2 and 6 m and a crest-

to-crest distance of rypically 400 m at an averaged depttt

of 22 m. The crest lines are oriented northwest-southeast'

perpendicular to the coastline and the dominating current

ãirèction. A detailed bathymetric map of the area on a 5

m x 5 m grid was made in l99l with multibeam echo

sounders lVogelzang. 19931. The sand waves have an

asymmetric protlle. resembling sawtooths ralher than

sines, wirh a steep slope of typically 40 m length directed

toward the northeast lVan der Kooij et a/.. 19951'

For this test area a quasr-three-dimensional t'low model

is available. It consists of a two-dimensional model for the

depth-averaged current velociry in which the shallow

wáter equations are solved numerically fLeendense, 1967:

Stelting, 19841. It receives its boundary conditions from

similai models on a larger scale' Once the depth-averaged

current velocity is known, the current prohle is recon-

structed following the approach of Davies [1987]. As an

extension, the influence of the wind on the surface currenl

has been included fZtman, 19921' Tlte model and some of
its simplifications have been verihed by Vogelzang et al'

tl991l and Calkoen and Van der Kooii [1993]'
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Table 2. Flight and Hydro-meteo Parameters for the

1989 experiment

Parameter Value

Acquisition time, UT
Flight direction
Wind speed at l0 m
Wind direction
Surtàce current velocity at troughs

Surface current direction
Peak wavelength
Significant wave height
Air temperature
Water temperature

080707
l2l"

5.0 m/s
2l l'

0.5 m/s
2 r0'
48m
57 cm
19. l"c
18.7'C

2.2. t¡irborne Imaging Radar

in between.

2.3. Results of the 1989 Experiment

the profiles the surface current velociry during the AIR

ou.rp"tt was estimated. This esdmate agrees well with the

surfice current velocity calculated with the quasi-three-

dimensional flow model. Wind' wave, and temperaure

daø were recorded on MPN as lO-min averages' The

most important hydro-meteo parameters are listed in Table

2. Note that thè wind direction indicates the direction

ftom which the wind is blowing, whereas the current

direction gives the direction into which the current is

flowing. ÃU directions are measured clockwise from the

north.

Table l. AIR SPecif,rcations

The conditions were favorable for mapping bottom

Note that wind and current had opposite directions'

The AIR 1989 P and L band images at venical (VV)
re 2. The images are con-
pixel size of l0 m in both
the radar cross section on

removed in Figure 2, in

order to make the modulations more clearly visible'
ePandL
to reduce
over l0l
shown in

Figure 3. The solid curve gives the depth along the central

image line; ttre doned curves give the depth along the

extreme outer lines.
At P band the steep slopes of the sand waves show up

as na¡row dark bands, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 2'

as expected from theory but as sawtooth-shaped modulati-

ons (iee Figure 3). This point will be returned to later'

The C band image shows little structure (no result shown)'

Some faint sand wave modulations can be discerned at low

incidence angles.
There is no sign that the modulations at P and L bands

depend a

cofisequ at

this pol rs

highest,

2.4. Results of the 1991 Experiment

On July 12, 1991, the AIR made three flights over the

test area. Flight directions and acquisition times are given

in Table 3. The first flight was made with the AIR in

P band L band C band

FrequencY, MHz
Center frequencY
Wavelength, cm
Look angle range

Azimuth Pixel size

Slant range Pixel size

Image size 1989'

Image size 1991"

428450 t238-1260
438:15 1248.75
68.38 24.02

21.3' -61.7 " 21.3" -61.7 "
12.10 m 12.10 m
6.67 m 6.67 m

1024x750 1024x750
1024x1279 1024x1279

5288-5310
5298.75
5.662

21.3" -61.7'
12.10 m
6.67 m

t024x750
t024x1279

h
Figure l. Location of the test area.
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interferometric mode: the two other flights were made in
normal SAR mode. Microwave measurements were also
performed with a helicopter-borne multipolarization,
multifrequency scanerometer (HELISCAT) operated by
the Universiry of Hamburg, and a Dutch experimental air-
borne C band SAR (PHARS). See Vogelzang U9931 for
more details.

As during the 1989 experiment. ¡he Octars was ancho-
red in the test area to measure the current velocity profile
and to act as a position fix. Its position was measured with
differential global positioning system (DGPS) to a precisi-
on of 2 m. Unfornrnately, the system failed-during the

VOGELZANG ET AL.: MAPPING SAND WAVES WITH IMAGING RADAR' 2

experiment. Al 0850 UT, just before the first overflight,
the position of the Octans was 52.369572'N, 4.001369"E,
while at 0951 UT, right after the last overflighc, its positi-

on was 52.369328"N, 4.002614"8: a difference of Ð m.

Due to the rough weather conditions. only three current
profiles could be measured between 0819 and 1003 UT.
The profiles are heavily disturbed by the ship's move-

ments. Therefore the quasi-threedimensional flow model

was used to hindcast the surtäce cunent velociry' The

wind measured at MPN was coming from the southwest

and increased from l0 m/s to 12 m/s during the experi-

ment. The signif,rcant wave height was estimarcd by visual

inspection on ¡he Octars. The most imporrant hydro-meteo

parameters are given in Table 3.

Figures 4 and 5 show the two best images obtained in
during the AIR l99l experiment. The images are conver-

ted to ground range with a pixel size of l0 m in both

(- wind Cunnent

P band

cctE
0

Þs

6'E
0

Þs

Figure 2. AIR (top) P band and (bonom) L band images -22
at VV polarization, recorded on August 16, 19E9. The -=
horizontal strucntres are caused by sanã waves. .. E -ro

N

-28 01
<_ NE

23
x (tcm) Sltl ->

Figure 3. Depth profiles (bonom panel) and modulation
in the radar cross section at L band (middle panel) and P
band (top panel) observed during the AIR 1989 experi-
ment. Thè modulations are averaged over 101 image lines.
The solid depth profile is along the central line; the doned
ones are along the outer lines. The directions of nonheast
(NE) and southwest (SW), as well as those of wind and

current a¡e indicated.
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Table 3. Flight and Hydro-meteo Pa¡ameters for the

l99l experiment

1991-A l99l-B 1991-C

Acquisition time, UT
Flight direction
Wind speed at l0 m, m/s
rüind direction
Surtäce current velocity, m/s
Surtàce current direction
Significant wave height, m

0901 0916 0932
r2l' ?Ll' 301"
l0 ll 12

130' 230" 230"
0.55 0.55 O.ss

210" 210' 310'
', 11

directions. The variation of the radar cross section with
incidence angle has been removed by hand. In order to
reduce speckle, a 3 by 3 median ñlter has been applied.

The conditions were much less favorable for mapping

bonom topography than durin-e the 1989 experiment due

to the high wind speed, though the surface current velo-
ciry was slightly higher, about 0.55 m/s above the troughs

and about 0.7 mis above the crests. Therefore it was a

surprise that the sand waves are visible in some of the

AIR images.
The first flight (rack l99l-A) was performed with the

radar looking upwind and the flight direction parallel to

the sand wave crests (same geometry as in the 1989 expe-

riment). At P band the sand waves are visible as sawtooth-

shaped modulations like in the L band images of 1989,

with the strongest modulations at VV polarization. This
image is shown in Figure 4. Besides sand wave modulati-
ons the images also contain wind streaks perpendicular to

Figure 4. The AIR l99l-A image of luly 12,1991, for P
¡an¿ at VV polarization. The horizontal bands are caused

by sand waves; the venical striping is due to wind streals'
The two bright spots, one below the center (Octans) and
one at lower right, are shiPs.

Figure 5. The AIR l99l-B image for C. band at HH
pol-arization. The sand waves are now vertical; the wind
streaks horizontal. The two bright elongated spots, one in
the center (Octans) and one at lower left, are ships.

the sand wave crests. At L band the sand wave modu-

lations are very vague, while at C band the image is

dominated by wind streaks (no results shown). The modu-

lation depth in the radar cross section decreases with de-

creasing radar frequency, as described by the model of
Van der Kooii et al. Í19951.

The images of the second run, track 1991-8' were made

with the radar range direction pointing cross wind and the

flight direction perpendicular to the sand wave crests.

Surprisingly, the sand waves are faintly visible as dark

bands in these images. The strongest modulations a¡e

found at C band and HH polarization. This image is
shown in Figure 5. In contrast with the images obtained in

run l99l-4, the modulation depth increases slightly with

decreasing radar frequency. The wind streals, which were

dominant- for upwind radar range direction, are much

weaker, but still visible-
The images of ttre third run' track 1991-C, were made

with ttre radar range direction pointing downwind and the

flight direction sts. The ima-

gei are similar 91-A' though

the modulations are visible as

sawtooth-shaped modulaúons at P band and hardly visible

at L band, while the C band image is dominated by wind

sueaks (no results shown)'
The modulation panern, averaged over l0l images

lines, is shown in Figure 6 for the VV polarized P and L
band images of 1991 run A. together wi¡h the depth pro-

files along the central line (solid curve) and along the

outer lines (doned curves). Note that the relative positio-

ning between depth map and rada¡ images may have an

.rrór up to about 100 m, due co the fact that the ship's

position was not measured during the overflights.
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be 0.10 m/s + 0.05 m/s' which corresponds to the expec-

ted change of the current velociry over the steep slopes of

the sandwaves. The phase noise is approximately 0'15

m/s. Due to the high wind speed. the decorreladon time of

the waves is of the same order of magnitude as the time

interval between the passes of front and aft antenna (0'05

s). This caused a significant decorrelation of the radar

backscatter and thus phase noise in the interferogram.

3. Comparison With Model Predictions

3.1. The 1989 ExPeriment

Figure 7 shows the modulation in the radar cross secti-

on, Ào, as a function of position x for P, L, and C bands'

The curves were obtained for two adjacent sand waves

with the model developed by Vogelzang [this issue]. The

sand waves are schematized as sawtooth-shaped strucnlres

with the depth varying between 19 m at the crests to 25 m

at the troughs. The totâl sand wave length is 400 m; the

steep slope length is 40 m. The x coordinate is directed

toward the southwest. The current velocity above the

troughs is 0.5 m/s in the positive x direcion, and the wind

5

<- NE

a78
x (km) Sll'l ->

t

0

cr¡E

Þs
-¿

-5

t
400Figure 6.

ment.
As in Figure 3, for the AIR l99l-A experi-

The average modulation depths in dB' i'e., the averaged

differences between minimum and maximum radar cross

section, are given in Table 4. Negadve modulation depths

indicate dark band modulations. while positive modulation

depths indicate sawtooth-shaped modulations.

Run l99l-A was made with the AIR L band in interfer-

ometric mode. The resulting interferogram is a noisy
.image which shows some tänt expressions of the sand

wavis and some anifacts of unknown origin (no results

shown). By averaging over a number of lines in the inter-

ferogram, the surface current modulation was estimated to

Table 4. Observed Modulation Depths

Luu Cru C*t

800

L bðnd

C band

60g
Þ_.

õ0I
!-r

800400

L*"Pr"PuuRun

1989
1991-A
l99l-B
l99l-c

+ 1.0
+0.5
{.6

0

-2.0 -2.0 + 1.0
+ 1.0 +0.9 +0.5
-0.5 {.6 {.6
+0.5 +0.5 0

00
00

4.7 -0.8
00

x (m)

Figure 7. Predicted
with the upwind rel
curves) and that of
curves). The doned
spectrirm at-blocking equal to its equilibrium value.Values are given in decibels.
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berween theory and experiment is good for the AIR 1989 0,1

images, except at C band where the predicted modulations

are too high. 
6 o

3.2. The lÐ1 Experiment g

Figure 8 shows the model results for the AIR l99l-A € -o.t
images, with a current velociry above the crests of 0.55

m/s (solid curves) or 0.50 m/s (dashed curves), a wind
-0,2

0.1

shape of the modulation is very sensidve to the value of
the current velocity, due to the fact that this determines

whether waves contributing to o may be blocked or nor. A 0

The best agreement with the experimerual results is obtai- g
ned for a current velociry of 0.50 mrs. Since the current Þ
velociry during the AIR l99l experiment was estimated < -u'¡

from model hindcasts, a disagreement of 0.05 m/s is well

VOGELZANG ET AL.: MAPPING SAND WAVES WITH IMAGING RADAR' 2

speed of 10 m/s, and all other parameters remaining the

same. At P band the modulation depth is about I dB' The

within the expected precision.

For L and C bands the modulation depth is about I dB,

since Aø is dominated by waves moving against the wind

which have zero or small relaxation rate (see previous

section). The modulation depth can be reduced also here

P band

400

L band

C band

800

-0.2

0.1

0

-0.2

-0.3

800400

by tuning the downwind relaxation rate.

Figure 9 shows the results for the 1991-8 conditions' E'
The solid curves were obtained with the standard input I -o.t
and show a broad dip pattern above the steep slope. Note Þ
that the predicted modulations in ø are very small: the s
modulation depth is 0.1 dB or less, whereas the observed

values lie between 0.5 dB and 0.8 dB' This is caused by

the fact that the waves contributing to o have very small

hydrodynamic modulation. They move almost perpendicu-

lar to the current variations and therefore feel linle effect

of it. The dashed curve at C band is obtained with a

cos'6(ó/2) angular behavior of the relaxation rate, redu-

cing the relaxation rate at ó = 90o by a factor of 128'

The modulations become stronger but are still much wea-

ker than observed. Moreover, the modulatiorui get a saw-

tooth shape, due s con-

tributing to o. Th modu-

lations ìbserved point

will be returned to in the next section'

The model p R 1991-C images

resemble strongl 1991-A images in
Figure 8 (no res difference is redu-

ced suength of band, due to the

higher wind speed. The results for L and C band are

almost the same. The weaker modulations observed in the

1991-C image compared to those in the 1991-A image are

most likely due to an increase in wind speed. Note that

the model yields the same results fõr rada¡ azimuth angles

of 0' and-180o due to ttre symmetry in the scanering

model.

3.3. Disctusion

From the results presented above and those given by

Vogelzang [this issue], the following general picnrre emer-

gesÏor the mapping of sand waves with imaging radar:

The modulations in o originate from two contributions:

one ftom waves moving.away from the radar (relative to a
reference frame moving with the water) and one from
waves moving toward the radar' The shape of the modu-

400

x (m)

Figure 9. Predicted modulations for the AIR 1991-8
images with a angular behavior of the relaxation rate of
cos:(ó/2) (solid curves) and cosró(þ/2) (dashed curve).

lations depends critically on the angular distribution of the

equilibrium wave height spectn¡m and the angular behavi-

or of the relaxation rate.
When the radar look direction is parallel or antiparallel

to the current direction within about 30', the best results

are obtained with the anguh distribution of Hasselmann

et al. ll980l and with the angular relaxation rate ol Iy-
zenga ll99ll. The angular distribution is peaked in the

wind direction but becomes isotropic at high wind speeds

and high wavenumbers. The relaxation rate becomes zero

for waves moving against the wind.
l#hen the wind is also parallel or antiparallel to the

current direction, the shape of the modulations depends on

wind speed. For P band at wind speeds of 5 m/s or less

and for L band at wind speeds of 2'5 m/s or less, the

equilibrium ontributing to o is

peaked into re onlY the uPwind

part of the These waves have

a relaxation s'r. and Ao is Pro-
portional to the current gradient and hence to the bottom

slope. This accounts for the dip panern in the AIR 1989 P

band image.
For P band at wind speeds higher than about 5 m/s, for
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L band at wind speeds higher than about 2.5 m/s, and for

C band at all wind speeds, the angular distribution of
waves contributing to o becomes isotropic. Waves moving

against the wind contribute as much 1o o as waves moving

with the wind. However, waYes moving agaist the wind

have zero or small relaxation rate. These waves are advec-

don dominated and exhibit maximum hydrodynamic mo-

dulation lVogetzang, 19891. The modulations in o are

dominated by these waves, accounting for the sawtooth-

shaped modulations observed in the AIR 1989 and 1991

images.
First-order Bragg scattering performs well for all radar

bands when the wind is parallel or antiparallel to the

current direction. This is either because the radar wave-

length is large, so waves larger than the Bragg waves

havi littte influence, or because the hydrodynamic modu-

Iations depend linle on wavenumber.

When the wind speed is more perpendicular to the

current direction, both waves moving from and to the

radar contribute to ø. Generally, the waves have a relaxa-

tion rate larger than 0.02 s-r, and the sand waves will
show up as bright or dark bands. Depending on the exact

magninrde of the relaxation rate, advective effects may

broãden the sand wave signatures, as observed with ERS

I lVogetzang et al., 19941. First-order Bragg performs

well at P and L bands, but at C band the effect of waves

longer than the Bragg waves must be taken into account to

explain the magninrde of bonom induced modulations.

When the rada¡ look direction is perpendicular to the

current direction, as in the 1991-8 AIR images, waves

contributing to o move (almos$ perpendicular to the cur-

rent variations. The hydrodynamic modulation of these

waves is very weak. It is zero for wave moving exactly

perpendicular to the current vari
scattering models Predict too low

order Bragg scaÍering Predicts
Nevertheless, the sand waves are

vation at X band was reported by Vogelzang et al' U992}
It is questionable whether a model with a local relaxati-

on source tefrn can account for the 1991-8 observations.

The waves contributing to ø in this case move almost

perpendicular to the current variaúons and therefore feel

iinê effect of it. An explanation might be given by the

following considerations. Only waves moving with the

wind receive their energy directly from the wind. Waves

moving in other directions obtain their energy from wind-

driven waves via nonlinear wave-wave interacdons. When

rhe wind-driven waves are modulated by current variati-

ons, the energy transport is affected and the other waves

will follow quickly, because energy transport via nonlinear

wave-wave interactions is very efficient. It is most likely

rhat waves moving perpendicular to a varying current still

feel sizable effects of it, due to such a mechanism. The

results of .the AIR l99l-B experiment indicate that the

wave height spectral density of waves moving perpendi-

cular to the wind is restored quickly to its equilibrium

value. The wave height spectral densiry of waves moving

against the wind. which is also affected directly by the

.úrrent variatiors. needs much more time to reach equili-

brium again. Note that a local source term is not able to

account for such a mechanism.

tlined
aks, w
also v
ght va

spread also to other directions.

4. Conclusions

be repaired by tuning the downwind relaxation rate'

rMhen ttre 
-rada¡ 

look direction is parallel to the'sand

correct descripdon requires a nonlocal sourc€ teÍn'
The moduùtions in the radar cross secdon do not de-

Generally, the highest modulations are observed at P

band. Theretbre this band is best suited for mapping bot-

tom topograPhY.
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The results of the AIR experiments show that, though

behavior of the relaxation rate.

this work and stimulating discussions.
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